Vintage Merry &
Bright Platter
Using masking tape, tape down the Merry and Bright Silkscreen to the center
of the XL Coupe Oval Platter.

SUPPLIES

2612 XL Coupe Oval Platter

Pour 1 tsp of Black glaze on to a smooth surface that can be used for mixing
in the Silkscreen Medium.

SS5007 Merry and Bright Silkscreen

Add a pinch (about half the size of a dime) of AC-310 Mayco Silkscreen
Medium into the Black glaze and stir thoroughly with a popsicle stick till
consistency is like creamy peanut butter. Add more Silkscreen Medium until
achieved.

SC008 Just Froggy

Take the Wedge Squeegee and scoop up some of the glaze mixture. Then
press the mixture evenly onto the silkscreen covering design.Squeegee
excess off.
Carefully peel off the silk screen off of the platter. Immediately wash the
silkscreen.
Use a round brush to fill in the light bulbs with 1-2 coats using watered down
Hot Tamale, Blue Dawn, Teal Next Time, Just Froggy, and Rosey Posey.

AC-310 Silkscreen Medium
SC051 Poo Bear
SC039 Army Surplus
SC074 Hot Tamale
SC016 Cotton Tail
SC030 Blue Dawn
SC010 Teal Next Time
SC018 Rosey Posey
SP260 Speckled Silver Lining
FN009 Black
SP-457 Wedge Squeegee

Use Liner Brush to add outlines on inner edges of the bulbs with 2-3 coats of
the same color that is not watered down for a transparent look.

RB110 Detail Liner Brush

Then Using Speckled Silver Lining, fill in the light sockets. Then take your
detail liner brush and add some darker accent marks in the sockets with
Black.

Popsicle Stick

Take a pencil and lightly draw a curved line down either side of the platter.
Make sure they are pretty symmetrical.
Use Detail Liner Brush to trace over these lines with 2
coats of Just Froggy.
Use Detail Liner Brush to add brush strokes that taper
towards top of the platter on both sides of the line to
create greenery using Just Froggy. Repeat on the other side.
Repeat previous step using Just Froggy, Army Surplus,
Teal Next Time, and Blue Dawn.
Use Cotton Tail white glaze to add accent marks on the Christmas
light bulbs and mixing into the greenery.
Use Poo Bear to add accent marks around light bulbs for glowing
effect.

R2250-2 Aqualon Round #2
Masking Tape
Pencil

Add black details and accents to the greenery for depth and texture.
Add black accent marks over top of the Poo Bear accents that are around the bulbs.
Dip back the back of a brush into Rosey Posey pink glaze and add clusters of holly
berries in greenery. Add some Hot Tamale spots on top.
Use Detail Liner brush to add some quick black half outlines to berry clusters.
Add white accents on the holly berries with the Detail Liner Brush.
Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. Admire your masterpiece!

